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judgment call

lthough virtually every one of her key female family mem-
bers had been touched by the disease, when makeup 
artist turned beauty entrepreneur Sonia Kashuk got “the 
call” in June 2006, it still threw her for a loop. She was 
home alone in her downtown Manhattan loft (husband 
Daniel Kaner, son Jonah, and daughter Sadye were out 

for the evening) when she fielded the bad news from her oncologist. 
After Kashuk’s six years in Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center’s 
Breast High-Surveillance Program, during which she underwent ex-
tensive tests every three to six months, the results of her umpteenth 
biopsy were in. This time, she had cancer.

“I grew up with this; it was always very real for me,” says Kashuk, 
48, who lost her maternal grandmother to breast cancer and wit-
nessed her own mother’s (thankfully successful) battle. “But when 
that call came through, it was still very, very weird. I thought, I can 
choose to feel sorry for myself, or I can just plow through it. I think 
having kids makes you stronger.”

A midwesterner who worked her way to the top of the makeup- 
artist profession before being tapped by Target in 1999 to create her 
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own brand, Kashuk is a straight-shooting, make-it-happen type. Her  
decades in the fashion and celebrity worlds (and her tight friendships with 
more than a few household names) haven’t eroded a certain earthiness.

She immediately decided to deal with her cancer on her own terms. 
And that meant approaching it entirely differently from the way her 
mother had 25 years earlier. Now 76, Kashuk’s mom, Millie, kept her 
four children continuously informed about what was happening with 
her medically. In contrast, Kashuk didn’t make a peep to Jonah, now 12, 
and Sadye, now 9, for six solid weeks post-diagnosis.

“Even as a 23-year-old, I was totally freaked out when my mother 
went through treatment,” Kashuk recalls. “That’s why I was so nervous 
about telling my kids. In life, the one thing you feel you have forever is 
your parents.” Not that sitting on the information was easy: “My mother 
would call every day and ask, ‘Did you tell ’em? Did you tell ’em?’ ”

Before breaking the news in a very low-key manner (she never actu-
ally used the word cancer), Kashuk made another crucial decision: to 
forgo radiation in favor of a prophylactic double mastectomy. Though she 
had a lumpectomy within a month of the diagnosis, that was merely a 
stopgap before the bilateral removal. 

Essentially, she had hit a wall on worrying. “I’d been going for MRIs 
and sonograms religiously for so long,” she says. “The double mastec-
tomy allowed me to discontinue all that. Otherwise, I would have had 
to remain under surveillance. Knowing I had an option not to live like 
that was enough for me.”

Kashuk was neither the first nor the last in her immediate family to opt 
for this preemptive strike. Her older sister had an elective double mastec-
tomy nearly 30 years ago, and her younger sister is slated to have the same 
procedure later this year. “We’re pretty pro-mastectomy,” she says. “When 
I told my older sister what was going on, she said, ‘Just get rid of them.’ ”

On the day of her operation, which she deliberately scheduled dur-
ing the school year, Kashuk saw the kids off in the morning. “I didn’t 
want them seeing me right after surgery,” she says, “so I just had them 
carry through their day normally. And when they did come to visit, I 
made sure I was sitting in the lobby—which, on the 19th floor of Sloan- 
Kettering, happens to look like the Ritz-Carlton.” 

After a short recuperation, she dove right back into business. “For the 
first 10 days, I wasn’t in the office,” she says. “With surgery like that—
seven hours under anesthesia—your body takes a licking. But then I 
went back. And thank God for the work. Having something to pull you 
back into life is important.”

Then, early this year, Kashuk had reconstructive surgery, complete 
with silicone implants. “Do they feel like real breasts? Absolutely not,” 
she admits. “But when I’m in a bikini top, I think, This isn’t so bad.”

With the worry and the what-ifs behind her, Kashuk is at peace with 
her choices, from the decision to dole out information to Jonah and Sa-
dye in small doses to the double mastectomy itself. “They knew I’d had 
biopsies in the past,” she says. “So I just said, ‘This time they found 
some bad stuff.’ For me, this was being honest without going to a scary 
place.” As for the surgery, “it was such the right move. When I got the fi-
nal pathology report back, they had found carcinoma in situ in the other 
breast, too, which is precancerous.”

Now that the kids have two survivors to look up to—Mom and 
Grandma—they’re forging ahead in their mother’s entrepreneurial 
spirit, earmarking the proceeds of a few recent lemonade stands for 
breast-cancer research. While the topic isn’t off-limits, they don’t dwell 
on it. “I don’t agree with not saying anything, but how you do it is so per-
sonal,” says Kashuk. “There’s no right or wrong way.”

taking care
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